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ABSTRACT: The present contribution is aimed at development of a quantitative ultrasound 
Doppler visualization technique in application to swirling flows. Methods of swirling blood flow 
velocity measurements in human arteries and its models are described. Flow visualization is 
performed both with the ultrasound color Doppler imaging mode and with CFD data post-
processing of “etalon” swirling flows in a blood flow phantom. Decay of the maximal 
circumferential-to-maximal longitudinal velocity ratio as well as an integral swirl parameter 
downstream of a twisted tape is evaluated. Using results of “etalon” flow calculations, principal 
errors of the measurement technique developed are estimated. 

 
1. INTRODUCTION 
For a long time, understanding of swirling (helical) blood flow was pure and based on data for morphological 

structure of the heart and large vessels. It was assumed in particular that helical blood flows were caused by the spiral 
arrangement of muscle elements in the blood vessel wall [1] and/or by the twisting nature of cardiac muscle contraction 
[2,3]. Numerous experimental studies performed recently have allowed to register the helical blood flow in different 
parts of the cardiovascular system using such methods as the radiopaque angiography [4], the ultrasound color flow 
imaging [5] and the phase-contrast magnetic resonance angiography [6-9]. But majorities of data on helical blood flows 
are of qualitative character. Only few works present quantitative parameters of the swirling flow measured by phase-
contrast magnetic resonance angiography in the aortic arch [10, 11]. The role of the helical blood flow in development 
of vascular pathology remains unclear. On the one hand, some researchers suggest that the swirl affects positively blood 
circulation [12] and protects vascular wall from atherosclerotic lesions [13,14]. On the other hand, the swirling blood 
flow might play a pathogenetic role in atherogenesis [15,16]. Without a deep knowledge of peculiarities and 
quantitative parameters of swirling blood flow it is impossible to estimate biological and clinical significance of the 
swirl.  

The majority of modern clinical data concerning swirl flow have been obtained using the phase-contrast 
magnetic resonance technique. There are only few studies that report registration of swirling blood flow using the 
ultrasound technique. However, employment of the ultrasound Doppler method is the most common and affordable way 
of estimating the blood flow parameters, ant it is very attractive to use this method for measuring swirling blood flow 
during diagnostics of vascular diseases and for assessment of results of vascular reconstructive operations, including 
those that use artificial prosthesis [17]. 

The aim of the present work is development of a quantitative visualization technique based on the ultrasound 
Doppler method with application to swirling flows in blood vessels on the base of blood flow phantom measurements 
and comparisons with visualization of computational fluid dynamics data obtained for phantom vessel models. 

 
2. ULTRASOUND VISUALIZATION AND QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION  
OF SWIRLING BLOOD FLOW IN HUMAN ARTERIES 
Swirling blood flow registration and estimation method using the ultrasound Doppler technique was 

developed and applied by the authors [18,19]. This method allows to register the circumferential component of blood 
velocity and to evaluate swirl intensity. Blood flow circumferential component registration is realized by scanning an 
artery cross section in the Color Doppler Imaging mode (CDI). Different coloring of the blood flow (red and blue) in 
lateral and medial hemicircles of an artery cross section testifies swirling blood flow (Fig. 1а). 
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Blood flow swirling quantitative evaluation includes measuring longitudinal, circumferential and radial 
velocity components. The longitudinal velocity component is measured in color Duplex imaging mode by registering 
impulse-wave Doppler spectra in artery longitudinal section using a traditional technique (Fig. 1b). 

The circumferential velocity component evaluation is carried out in the color Duplex imaging mode by 
registering impulse-wave Doppler spectra in an artery cross section, with a sample volume placed in turns into the 
lateral and medial hemicircles of the artery lumen (Fig. 1c). The sample volume size corresponds to vessel radius, and 
the angle between the blood flow direction and the ultrasound beam is set to 0º. Circumferential velocity of the blood 
flow is measured for each position of the sample volume with the following averaging of the circumferential velocity 
values between the lateral and medial hemicircles of the artery. 

The radial velocity component is measured in the M-mode by means of estimating the ratio of the artery 
radius augmentation to the time of this augmentation while pulse wave is passing. 

Magnitude velocity of swirling blood flow, V, is estimated as V = (Vz
2 + Vφ

2 + Vr
2)½, where Vz is the 

longitudinal velocity component, Vφ circumferential velocity component and Vr radial velocity component. 
With the help of this method the authors estimated the flow velocity vector and its components for carotid 

arteries [20,21]. However this method needs to be modified as far as Doppler measurement results depend on the angle 
between the blood flow direction and the ultrasound beam, and the blood flow helix angle is unknown a priori. That is 
why estimation of the circumferential velocity can be inaccurate. Accuracy of the swirling flow parameters obtained by 
the Doppler ultrasound method has to be checked with a calibrating device (blood flow phantom) that can result in 
optimization of the method. 

 

  
a b c 

 
Fig.1 Doppler ultrasound visualization of swirling blood flow in a human common carotid artery:  

a – blood flow circumferential velocity component registration in CDI (red and blue coloring of blood flow in lateral 
and medial hemicircles of an artery cross section), b – evaluation of longitudinal velocity component in color Duplex 

imaging mode (at the top – image of artery longitudinal section, at the bottom – impulse-wave Doppler spectra  
of blood flow), c – evaluation of circumferential velocity component in color Duplex imaging mode (sample volume 

is placed in left half of artery lumen, Doppler spectra is below the base line) 
 

3. NUMERICAL SIMULATION OF SWIRLING FLOW IN A BLOOD VESSEL MODEL 
To obtain a base for estimation of accuracy of blood flow swirl measurements with the ultrasound Doppler 

method, numerical simulation of steady-state three-dimensional swirling flow in a vessel model was carried out [22]. 
For the vessel model considered in the present work, geometry and boundary conditions correspond to a physical 
prototype implemented in the blood flow phantom. Uniform velocity Vmean is prescribed at the model inlet. 
Incompressible fluid with the kinematic viscosity of 2·10-6 m2/s passes through a twisted tape, 20 mm length and 0.4 
mm thickness, inserted into the vessel model of circular cross-section, 6 mm diameter and 100 mm length. The twisted 
tape has the inlet-to-outlet angle of 180º. All calculations were performed with the ANSYS CFX v.12.0 software. 
Geometry and grids were built in ICEM CFD v.12. The basic grid used consisted of about 600,000 cells. As result of a 
grid sensitivity study, the solution obtained with this grid is treated as a grid independent. Below it is used as an 
“etalon” for evaluation of errors inherent to the ultrasound Doppler measurement technique under development.  

Some results of numerical simulation performed with Vmean = 0.15, 0.32, 0.65 m/s are given in Table 1. The 
Reynolds numbers, based of the vessel inner diameter and the mean velocity, are 450, 960, 1950 correspondingly. 
Values of the calculated velocities, swirl angle and two dimensionless swirl parameters are given for the cross-section 
positioned at Z/D=5 (Z=0 corresponds to the twisted tape outlet edge). 
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Table 1. Computed swirling flow parameters at section Z/D=5 
 

Vmean Vz max Vφ max Vφ max / Vz max S αmean

m/s m/s m/s   deg 

0,15 0,25 0,04 0,16 0,08 7,7 

0,32 0,54 0,11 0,20 0,11 10,4 

0,65 1,07 0,24 0,22 0,13 12,1 

 
The integral swirl parameter, S, is defined as the ratio of the flux of moment of circumferential 

momentum to the product of the axial momentum flux and the vessel radius R 
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and α mean is the area-averaged swirl flow angle 
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Swirling flow in the blood flow phantom can be divided into two regions: initial, Z<L0 =5D, and main. In the initial 
region, flow field is of complex structure and sensitive to the inlet conditions imposed upstream of the twisted tape. In 
the main region, the inlet conditions do not affect evolution of the swirling flow in the streamwise direction. For the 
case of Vmean = 0.32 m/s, flow features are illustrated in Figs. 2-3.  

 

Fig.2  From top to bottom: vorticity Z-component isosurface, longitudinal velocity isosurface and swirling 
flow streamlines colored by velocity magnitude (computations at Vmean = 0.32 m/s) 
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Cross-section distributions of the circumferential and longitudinal velocity components differ significantly in 
the initial and the main region (Fig. 3). In the initial “two-jets” region two peaks of the longitudinal velocity are 
observed. In the main region where the jets are merged, there is only one maximum of the longitudinal velocity. 
Remarkably that overall the vessel model streamwise variation of the maximum longitudinal velocity is non-monotonic. 
On the contrary, maximum value of the circumferential velocity decreases monotonically downstream of the twisted-
tape region outlet. 

 

 
 

Fig 3. Distributions of the circumferential and longitudinal velocity components over various cross sections  
of the vessel model (computations at Vmean = 0.32 m/s) 

 
 
4. BLOOD FLOW PHANTOM AND ERROR ESTIMATIONS OF ULTRASOUND DOPPLER 
 MEASUREMENTS OF SWIRLING FLOW  
As mentioned in Section 2, accuracy of the swirling flow parameters obtained by the Doppler ultrasound 

method has to be checked with a specialized calibrating device. Using the experience accumulated previously [23], a 
blood flow phantom for producing “etalon” swirling flows was designed, assembled and calibrated. Generally, with the 
phantom one is able to produce “etalon” steady-state and pulsating flows of blood mimicking fluid and to simulate 
propagation of ultrasound wave in biological tissues. It consists of a container with vessels models laid in tissue 
mimicking material and an electronically-controlled pump producing flow rate ranged from 0 to 0.5 l/min with 
0 to 2 Hz pulse frequency (Fig. 4).  

Two of the four vessel models can be supplemented by a swirl generator of twisted-tape kind (made of 
plastic). Twisted tapes with angles of 180°, 270° and 360° between the input and output edges can be installed. Models 
of the vessel are made of silicone tubing, either cylindrical or with local contraction in the form of stenosis. Different 
models of stenoses, hemodynamically insignificant (30% by area), light (50%), moderate (70%) and severe (80%), can 
be installed in phantom. The container upper part is closed with a thin elastic film that is a skin simulator. At the front 
of the flow phantom there is a rectangular frame that allows filling the surface of the skin simulator with water, thus 
providing acoustic contact with an ultrasound Doppler transducer. The phantom measurements are performed using a 
linear transducer and a standard program (Echo Wave II) of ultrasound scanner LogicScan 64. The scanner operates in 
full duplex mode: gray-scale, color Doppler imaging and pulsed-wave Doppler mode.  
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a b 
 

Fig.4  Blood flow phantom with ultrasound scanner LogicScan 64: a – overview, b – phantom scheme;  
1 – twisted-tape swirl generator, 2 – model of vascular stenosis, 3 – valve, 4 – frequency controller, 5 - pump,  

6 - container with tissue mimicking material, 7 - flow rate controller  
 
Consider the usage of the ultrasound Doppler technique for measuring the velocity of blood flow in the 

phantom focusing at evaluation of the maximum circumferential, Vφ max , and the maximum longitudinal velocity, Vz max 
in the main region of swirling flow.  

Measurement of the maximum longitudinal velocity Vz max component is carried out as follows: 
- the transducer is installed in section Z = Z0,with the θ angle between the transducer axis and the vessel axis, and the 
axis of the vessel model lies in the scanning plane (Fig. 5.a); 
- size of the sample volume is set equal to the vessel model diameter; 
- center of the sample volume is set to the point with coordinates Z = Z0, X = 0, Y = 0; 
- Doppler angle is set equal to θ; 
- the scanner software automatically calculates the maximum value of velocity Vz max US in the sample volume that is 
approximately equal to the maximum longitudinal velocity component Vz max. 

Measurement of the maximum circumferential velocity component Vφ max is carried out as follows: 
- the transducer is installed in section Z = Z0, the scanning plane and hence the transducer axis are perpendicular to the 
vessel model axis (Fig. 5.b); 
- size of the sample volume is set equal to the vessel model radius; 
- center of the sample volume is set first to the left side of the vessel to the point with coordinates X = - 0.5R, Y = 0; 
- Doppler angle is set equal to 0; 
- the scanner software automatically calculates the maximum velocity Vφ max US1; 
- center of the sample volume is set in the right half of the vessel to the point with the coordinates X = 0.5R, Y = 0; 
- the scanner software automatically calculates the absolute maximum velocity Vφ max US2; 
- the maximum circumferential velocity component is approximately calculated as the average of the absolute values of 
the measured maximum velocities in the left and right halves of the vessel: Vφ max ≈ 0.5 (Vφ max US1 + Vφ max US2). 
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a b 

Fig.5  Schemes of the ultrasound scanner transducer positions during measurements of swirling flow:  
a – at measurements of  maximum longitudinal velocity the axis of the vessel model lies in scanning plane and 

transducer axis has angle θ less than 90º with vessel model axis, b - at measurements of maximum circumferential 
velocity the scanning plane and transducer axis is perpendicular to vessel model axis 

 
For ultrasound Doppler technique described above, numerical estimation of two velocities measurement 

errors was performed. It points that measurement of the maximum circumferential velocity component is of the highest 
accuracy if the maximum circumferential velocity component is closer to the diameter perpendicular to transducer axis 
(Fig. 6). The relative error in measuring the circumferential velocity component is calculated by the formula δVφ = |(Vφ 
- |Vφ US|) / Vφ| · 100%. In the main region calculated error does not exceed 20%. The error caused by mismatched 
components of the velocity directions of the unit vector and the axis of the transducer, as well as presence of a nonzero 
radial velocity component. 

 The relative difference between the calculated and measured longitudinal velocity component is 
calculated by the formula δVz = |(Vz - Vz US) / Vz|   100%. In the main region of swirling flow calculated measurement 
error does not exceed 30% (Fig. 7). The error is caused by presence of non-zero radial velocity component. 

 
Fig. 6. Example of calculated relative error estimation in measurements of circumferential velocity component, error is 

caused by mismatch between directions of this component unit vector and transducer axis, as well as presence of 
nonzero radial velocity component (computations at Z / D = 5, Vmean = 0.32 m/s) 
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Fig.7  Example of calculated relative error estimation in measurements of longitudinal velocity component,  
error is caused by presence of nonzero radial velocity component (computations at Vmean = 0.32 m/s) 

 
 
5. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 Experimental data are presented in the form of ultrasound images obtained by the LogicScan 64 scanner 
color flow mapping mode for non-swirling (Fig. 8) and swirling flows (Fig. 9-11) in vascular models at two positions of 
the scanning plane. The images are processed the original image-processing program with the construction of the 
velocity distribution in the color and scale, corresponding to the results of numerical calculations (Fig. 10). Numerical 
results are presented in the form of distributions of the velocity vector projections of swirling flow in the direction of 
the axis of the ultrasonic transducer (Fig. 11). Experimental and theoretical results provide a qualitative agreement 
between the structures of swirling flow. 

Figure 12.a shows the maximal circumferential-to-the maximal longitudinal velocity ratio vs longitudinal 
coordinate and flow rate. Discordance of the results does not exceed 10% for high velocities and up to 60% for the low-
velocity weak swirling flow. Figure 12.b shows that this ratio decreases uniformly downstream and increases with 
increasing flow rate through the inlet twisted tape similar to the integral swirling flow parameter. 

 

                            a                             b  
 

Fig.8 Ultrasound color flow imaging of non-swirling flow in vessel model: a - longitudinal velocity pattern,  
b - cross section velocity pattern (Vmean = 0.32 m/s, Z/D = 5) 
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                          a                            b  
  

Fig.9 Ultrasound color flow imaging of swirling flow in vessel model: a - longitudinal velocity pattern, 
b - cross section velocity pattern (Vmean = 0.32 m/s, Z/D = 5) 

 
 

a                 b  
 

Fig.10 Digitized ultrasound color flow images from Fig. 9 
 
 

a                       b 
 

Fig.11 Visualization of swirling flow calculations corresponding to the developed visualization technique  
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a b 
 

Fig.12 Swirl flow parameters vs. longitudinal coordinate and flow rate:  
a - measured and calculated the maximal circumferential-to-the maximal longitudinal velocity ratio, b – calculated 

the above ratio divided by the integral swirl parameter 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
Combining numerical and physical modeling of “etalon” swirling flows, a considerable progress in 

development of quantitative ultrasound swirling flow visualization has been achieved. Using a blood flow phantom with 
modern medical ultrasound scanners allows handling a technique of quantitative visualization of swirling flows by 
comparing ultrasound images with CFD-generated analogues. 

CFD solutions showed that the ratio of the maximum circumferential and the maximum longitudinal velocity, 
Vφ max / Vz max , adequately describes the decay of the swirl intensity along the vessel model. These velocities can be 
measured with the ultrasound Doppler technique with a proper accuracy. It has been estimated that measurement error 
of circumferential velocity component in the flow main region does not exceed 20%, and longitudinal - 30%. The errors 
are caused mainly by mismatch of the circumferential directions of the unit vector components and the transducer axis, 
as well as by presence of the radial velocity component. Distinctions in calculated and measured velocity ratio 
Vφ max / Vz max does not exceed 20%. 

Further developments of the synthetic method suggested will be aimed at its extension to quantitative 
ultrasound Doppler visualization of more complex flows, such as swirling pulsating flows in vessels with local 
contractions and elastic walls. 
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